This report describes a minimalistic set of methods engineered to anchor clinical events onto a temporal space. Specifically, we describe methods to extract clinical events (e.g., Problems, Treatments and Tests), temporal expressions (i.e., time, date, duration, and frequency), and temporal links (e.g., Before, After, Overlap) between events and temporal entities. These methods are developed and validated using high quality datasets.
Introduction
Temporal ordering of events from semi-/un-structured textual data (e.g., news article, clinical narrative) has important applications in many practical clinical applications such as questioning and answering (e.g., personal assistance), timeline analysis (e.g., event monitoring, pathway extraction), and text summarisation.
Chronological ordering of events involves the tasks of named entity recognition and classification (NER) or event extraction, including temporal entity recognition and normalisation (TERN), and temporal relation (TLINK) identification and classification.
Moreover, temporal ordering of events from textual clinical data include, at least, three NLP tasks: (1) event extraction (e.g., clinical events or concepts such as problems, treatments and tests), (2) temporal entity extraction: identification (e.g., 'January 4 1988', 'twice daily') and normalisation, and (3) temporal relations extraction (determine when a particular event occurred ).For example, in Figure 1 a number of events (highlighted) and TE (underlined) have been identified in a sample clinical narrative. Subsequently, the chronological ordering of events have been visualised in the given timeline. The methods described in this report has been inspired from a number of work derived from community held evaluations in relevant NLP tasks:
Event extraction
Recent work in clinical event extraction has been notably pushed by recent community held evaluation in clinical named entity recognition organised as part of 2010 [1] and 2012 [2] i2b2 challenges.
Temporal entity extraction
Likewise, temporal entity extraction has been notably pushed by a number of general domain SemEval/TempEval [3, 4, 5] and notably specific domain 2012 i2b2 [2] challenges.
Temporal relation extraction
The aim of temporal relation extraction is to anchor extracted events onto a temporal space. Recent work on this problem have resulted from the 2012 i2b2 [2] and more recently SemEval-2015 task 6, Clinical TempEval [6] .
The remainder of this paper is structured as followed: Section 2 described the methods engineered to extract clinical events such as medical problems, treatments and tests. Section 3 describes the methods developed to identify and normalise (ISO-8601). Section 4 describes the temporal entity identification and classification approach. Section 5 presents the experiments, results and dicussions. The conclusion is given in the final Section 6.
This paper is largely self-contained
Note that this report is a reprint from the author's thesis [TBA] and significant improvement of intermediate results previously published [7] .
A number of components described herein are available as open source 1 
Event extraction
The aim of the event extraction method is to identify broad clinical event categories such as, Problem, Treatment and Test and map them to a medical knowledge base such as the UMLS Metathesaurus for fine-grained semantic characterisation of event instances 2 . These event categories will collectively be referred to as EVENTs from henceforth. We have adopted the i2b2 definitions of concept or event categories which are largely based on the UMLS semantic types, but not limited by their coverage 3 ;
Methods
The core NER is a data-driven approach (using the state-of-the-art sequence labelling algorithm CRF) to identify clinical EVENTs from healthcare narratives.
The EVENT extraction pipeline is made up of three main processing components: NLP pre-processing, the NER (see Figure 2) , and Negation.: The NLP pre-processing pipeline is made up of lexical and syntactic processing components, specifically: (1) Tokeniser, (2) sentence splitter, (3) word stemmer, (4) POS tagger, and (5) chunker / shallow parser.
Data-driven NER
The Data-driven NER component utilises separate CRFs trained for each EVENT category: Problem, Treatment and Test. A combination of the forward and backward feature selection approaches were adopted to select a total of 20 most discriminant features from an initial set of 120 features. The same set of features were used across all categories as our analysis showed this was the best fit. The extracted features can be clustered into two sets: lexical and syntactic, with four feature groups across (see the below list).
Lexical
• f g 1 : the token string or alphanumeric character sequence • f g 2 : the stem of each token • f g 3 : the POS-tag for each token
Syntactic
• f g 4 : the chunk tag for each token Further, the feature space is also made up of contextual features of the neighbouring tokens with a feature window size of 5 or [-2,2] with respect to the current token. The window size corresponds to the number of tokens to the left and right, including the current token, of which contextual token features are considered. Specifically, for each token t and a given feature group f g, the feature space consists of: (t f g ), (t f g +1), (t f g +2), (t f g -1), and (t f g -2) (see Table 1 ). [2, 4] All CRFs were trained using a mix of BIO and W-BIO (W: single word, B: beginning, I: inside, O: outside) sequence label models with the following (default) CRF parameters: C = 1.00, ET A : 0.0001 and L2-regularisation algorithm.
The post-processing component contains three sub-components:
1. Label fixer This components corrects sequence label prediction from the NER component. These corrections are simple heuristics based on commonly observed errors in the training data set. Table 2 list the full set of heuristics utilised.
Boundary adjustment
This component attempts to expand the event boundary by including contextual tokens to the right and left of predictions that possess POS/chunk tags that corresponded to nouns and noun phrases and their constituents including adjectives and determiners (e.g., 'a'; 'this'; 'her'). This sub-component is useful when the NER only tags part of an event. For example, if the NER component annotates the word 'severe', 'stomach', or 'ache' from the actual term 'severe stomach ache', this component would hypothetically capture the latter complete term boundary.
False positive filter
This component removes common false positives predictions observed during the validation of the NER, i.e., common model prediction errors. Examples of false positives prediction include single character predictions (e.g., 'a'), pronouns (e.g., 'he'; 'she'), and determiners (e.g., 'the').
Negation
To identify negated clinical EVENTs we used the ConText negation tool as described in [8] .
Temporal entity extraction
The TERN task involves the recognition and normalisation of TEs. TE are defined by TIMEX3 schema are grouped into four temporal types: Date (e.g., 'August 23, 1993'), Time (e.g., '2:23 p.m.'), Frequency (e.g., 'every morning'), and Duration (e.g., 'two weeks'). In addition, the Date and time format: ISO-8601 standard is used to normalise TEs into a standardised format.
Methods
We propose a hybrid-based TER component, with a rule-based temporal normalisation component (ClinicalNorMA) 4 . The motivation for adopting a hybrid approach for TER was to compare different approaches, and potentially combine the methods for the best possible performance.
Architecture
The TERN component is made up of the following components (see Figure 3 for a overview). A pre-processing pipeline is made up of the following NLP components: (1) tokeniser, (2) sentence splitter, and (3) semantic temporal resources.Specifically, several bespoke temporal knowledge resources were manual compiled and applied at this stage of processing to subsequently be utilised as features for the rule-and ML-based TER components. These semantic resources cover a broad set of temporal expression sub-categories:
• clinical frequency (e.g., qd (once a day), bid (twice a day)) • duration (e.g., 'over night', 'weekend', 'months') • festival (e.g., 'Yom Kippur', 'Nowruz', 'Christmas')
• season (e.g., 'summer', 'spring', 'autumn', etc.)
• weekday (e.g., 'Monday', 'Tuesday', 'Wednesday', etc.)
• month (e.g., 'January', 'February', 'March', etc.)
• literal time (e.g., 'morning', 'afternoon', 'evening') • temporal modifier (e.g., 'on', 'after', 'before') • ordinal number (e.g., 'first', 'second', 'third', etc.)
• literal number (e.g., 'one', 'two', 'three', etc.)
Temporal expression recognition
The TER component consists of combined rule-and ML-based methods.
The rule-based component consist of a total of 65 rules containing patterns derived from an initial collocation extraction (i.e., bi-and tri-grams) and pattern analysis of TEs in the training data. For example, the TE patterns 'MM/DD/YYYY', 'MM/DD/YY', 'YYYY/DD/MM' and 'MM/DD' accounted for roughly 35% of temporal expressions in the training data (i2b2-TRC).
The rule set developed combines a few types of feature: (a) semantic: temporal categories derived from the set of specific temporal knowledge resources during the pre-processing (see previous sub-section), (b) lexical: such as common recurring expressions (e.g., 'postoperative day one', 'hospital day five', 'today'), and (c) pattern features e.g., 'MM/DD/YYYY', 'MM/DD/YY'.
The ML-based component was developed using a set of features selected based on an initial literature review, and further refinement using a combination of manual forward and backward feature selection approach. A total of 19 most discriminate features were selected from an initial set of 120 features. These features can be organised into three sets:
Lexical
• f g 1 : the token string or alphanumeric character sequence • f g 2 : semantic temporal categories derived from the 'NLP pre-processing' Orthographic
• f g 3 : token kind given by the literal representation: word, number, symbol, or punctiuation • f g 4 : token-case given by the literal representation: lower-case, uppercase, upper-initial, mixed-caps, all-caps In addition to these features, the feature space consists of contextual features. Specifically, we found that the optimal feature window size of 5 or [-2,2] was ideal for f g 1 , f g 3 and f g 4 , and a window size of 3 or [0,2] for f g 2 ( Table 3 gives the complete feature space used). The ML-based module uses a a state-of-the-art sequence labelling algorithm (CRF) trained with the IO token representation schema with the following (default) CRF parameters: C = 1.00, ET A : 0.0001 and L2-regularisation algorithm.
Results integration
The output of the ML-and rule-based methods are combined at the mention level: union of the respective overlapping and non-overlapping outputs.
Post-processing
A rule-based post-processing component was developed in order to correct obvious and systematic errors from the hybrid TER method. This component removes common false-positives predictions identified during the development of the TER component. Common examples include single character predictions and non-related but similar numerical expressions e.g., pulmonary artery pressure measures (e.g., '42/21') and other (partial) numerical expressions such as telephone, fax and ward numbers.
TE normalisation
The ClinicalNorMA [7] is adopted as the TE normalisation component. The normaliser is based on the general domain normalisation component TRIOS [9] . Further, ClinicalNorMA is rule-based and adheres to the TIMEX3 schema, specifically, the extended schema described in [10] .
Temporal relation identification and classification
The aim of temporal relation extraction is the chronological ordering of events. The identification of temporal links between entity pairs such as EVENTs (e.g., Problem, Treatment, Test), TEs, and EVENTs and TEs, as well as the subsequent classification of these links into predefined categories (e.g., After, Before, Overlap) is known as TLINK extraction.
The TLINK method developed and described herein is rule-based. The developed approach is motivated by a gap in current literature of pure knowledge driven methods for clinical TLINKs extraction (see Section ??).
The developed method has two main components. The first component takes as input extracted clinical concepts (Problem, Treatment, and Test) and TEs (Date, Time, Duration and Frequency), and generates TLINK candidate pairs (the identification step) and subsequently classifies the identified links into three different categories: After, Before, or Overlap. A final component derives the transitive closure (refer to Appendix 7) of relations extracted in order to generate implied relations that have been missed by the preceding TLINK method. Figure 4 shows an abstract representation of the methodology. The remaining part of this section describes our methods in detail.
TLINK identification and classification
A notable difference between previous work and our approach is that we use (i) a pure rule-based method for TLINK extraction, and (ii) combine the The rule based TLINK component is partitioned into two sub-components:
(1) intra-sentence: TLINKs within a sentence span;
(2) inter-sentence: TLINKs across sentences.
Intra-sentence TLINKs
In order to analyse intra-sentence TLINKs, we first performed an initial semi-automatic analysis in the development dataset. For each sentence containing a TLINK, the TLINK pairs were abstracted to their respective EVENT or TIMEX3 types. Additionally, any context to the right and left of the TLINKs were removed to easily spot patterns. Subsequently, the abstracted TLINK pairs were manually analysed for common patterns by the given TLINK category. This approach enabled us to profile various TLINK categories and formalise extraction rules based on common abstraction patterns. For example, Table 4 lists a number of common patterns found and their typically associated TLINK category.
Profiling of TLINKs revealed the occurrence of different types of relations at the sentence level which we group into three different types: co-ordinate, prepositional, and other TLINKs. Further, these three types of TLINKs directly correspond to the type of extraction rules, which take advantage of corresponding features that characterised them. Specifically:
• co-ordinate TLINKs are links that are characterised by EVENTs separated by co-ordinate conjunctions such as 'and', 'or', or comma (i.e., ','). For example, in the sentence (a) above, all events are coordinate TLINKs. In the development dataset we observed that coordinate TLINKs as predominately categorised as 'overlap'.
• prepositional TLINKs are characterised by EVENTs/TEs that are linked by a prepositions. For example, in sentence (b), the preposition 'for' between the two EVENTs indicates the presence of a TLINK (in this particular example the TLINK is [TREATMENT] after [PROBLEM]). TLINK abstraction patterns Typical TLINK PROBLEM and PROBLEM
• Table 5 lists and describes the type of features used to extract intrasentence TLINKs.
Inter-sentence TLINKs
TLINKs that span across sentences fall into two characterised types: SECTIME and co-referential TLINKs.
• SECTIME TLINKs represent the largest proportion of inter-sentence TLINKs (e.g., in the full i2b2-TRC corpus, 45.87% of all TLINKs are SECTIME links [10] ). These are links anchored to relevant document section. Specifically, in the i2b2-TRC dataset, all events within 'History of Present Illness' or related sections are linked to the admission date, and events within the 'Hospital course' section are linked to dis-charge date. SECTIME links are predominately categorised as Before.
Notably, it is not uncommon that clinical narratives do not contain sectime. More commonly events are anchored to the document creation time also known as DocTimeRel (document creation time relation).
• Co-referential TLINKs are EVENT co-references. These type of TLINKs are characterised as multiple EVENT mentions that refer to the same EVENT.
The approach for these two types of inter-sentence TLINKs differed. In the i2b2-TRC datasets, for development and testing, SECTIME TLINKs were addressed in a three step approach:
(1) extract admission and discharge dates;
(2) apply Section Boundary Detection (SBD), i.e., identify 'history of present illness' and 'hospital course' sections accordingly; (3) anchor each EVENT in a given document section to the appropriate section date and set each TLINK category to Before.
However, in the case-study data there were couple notable differences to how SECTIME TLINKs were extracted. Namely, as there only existed one section time i.e., the DRD, the SBD was omitted and each EVENT was anchored to the DRD. In addition, while each TLINK category was initially set to the default link type Before, we observed a number of common events that occurred on the DRD: routine clinical measurements such as weight, height, blood pressure, and similar. These contained TLINK type were all amended accordingly to Overlap.
Co-referential TLINKs are approached by considering a novel feature: lexical-level similarity (i.e., comparing literal strings with no additional features considered) between EVENTs in a given clinical note. A combined token-and character-level string similarity metric SoftTFIDF algorithm [11] was adopted to determine the similarity between two candidate events. Specifically, the SoftTFIDF component take as input two strings and outputs a similarity score: a real number between [0,1]; where 1 is a perfect match and 0 the vice versa. The optimum threshold of 0.8 was determined through systematic experimentation with the i2b2-TRC development set.
The co-referential TLINK pseudo method developed is given below:
(1) using SoftTFIDF, n 2 − 1 comparisons are done between events in a given document (including across document sections, if any); (2) if the SoftTFIDF similarity score between any pair-wise EVENTs is greater or equal to the threshold (0.8): create a TLINK between EVs with the link category: Overlap. Table 5 list the type of features used across both intra-and inter sentence TLINK methods. The features are used as part of formalised rules and heuristics to identify and classify TLINKs and include: The features listed herein were used for both TLINK identification and classification; description of each feature type follows this table. Nota bene: EV=EVENT and ST=SECTIME.
TLINKs features

Feature type
Inter-sentence Intra-sentence EV-EV EV-TE EV-ST EV-EV EV-TE String similarity Position information Distance information Preposition Conjunction TE-related NE-related Description of feature types listed in Table 5 follows.
• String similarity: specifically, string similarity score between pairwise EVENTs derived from SoftTFIDF were used to extract co-referential TLINKs;
• Position information: the position of an EVENT within a given section (SECTIME TLINKs);
• Distance information: (i) token distance between entity pairs, and (ii) number of EVENT and TE between entity pairs;
• Preposition: between two candidate pairs e.g., 'in', 'on', 'after', 'before' and so forth;
• Conjunction: lexical cues between two candidate pairs e.g., 'and', 'both' and so forth;
• TE-related: TE type i.e., date, time, duration, and frequency;
• EVENT-related: EVENT information such as type i.e., Problem, Treatment, Test; including HrQoL concept categories) and negation information;
Temporal links closure In order to capture implied TLINKs not captured by the initial rulebased method the transitive closure may be calculated. The final TLINK component engineered calculates the full set of transitive relations or temporal closure of links extracted using the initial rule-based component. Description of transitive closure is given in Appendix 7. However, the explicit results including transitive closure has not been included, except the inherit evaluation provided by the TempEval-3 metric.
Experiments, Results and Discussions
Data
The NER, TERN and TLINK methods presented in this report were developed and validated using a set of publicly available research datasets. The NLP research datasets used were obtained from the clinical TM challenges organised by the i2b2 5 . Specifically, these datasets are derived from the following shared-tasks:
th Shared Task; referred to as i2b2-CARC hereafter [1] , and (ii) The 2012 i2b2 6 th Shared Task; referred to as i2b2-TRC hereafter [2] . Table 6 provides details such the size (number of documents across training and test datasets). These datasets were produced using multiple annotators, including domain experts. Specifically, the i2b2-TRC was produced using eight expert annotators, four of whom had medical background; the i2b2-CARC was produced using twelve annotators including six with medical background 8 .
EVENT
The dataset utilised to engineer the event extraction method was composed of the i2b2-TRC and i2b2-CARC corpora. A total of 736 discharge summaries was used across the training (616 documents) and test (120 documents; i2b2-TRC test dataset). Table 7 shows the label distribution by event/concept category across the combined datasets used in this report. In this report, the i2b2-TRC (training) and i2b2-CARC (training and test) data was combined as the training dataset, while the i2b2-TRC test dataset was used as the held-out test data for the clinical NER method described herein. Table 9 show the IAA 8 Annotation task information regarding i2b2-CARC corpus was obtained by email from responsible researcher Brett South, Senior scientist (currently) at University of Utah, Department of Biomedical Informatics.
EVENT Training Test
9 These statistics are computed for Problem, Treatment and Test for i2b2-CARC dataset 10 . The IAA scores confirm that recognition of event boundaries for both i2b2-TRC and i2b2-CARC is a fairly straight forward task for manual processing; with the identification of Problem, Treatment and Test event boundaries being a simpler task (see Table 9 ). Likewise, classification of EVENT type and concept negation reveal to be a relatively straight forward manual annotation task for appropriately trained experts. 
TIMEX3
The i2b2-TRC dataset was used for the development and evaluation of the TERN component. A total of 310 discharge summaries was used across the development (190 documents) and test (120 documents) datasets. Table  10 and Table 11 show the label distribution across the dataset by TE type and the IAA, respectively [2, p.808]. Notably, while the IAA shows a fairly good agreement for the recognition of TE spans (with strict boundary identification proving more challenging), normalisation of TE (i.e., value) seems even more challenging for manual efforts. Table 12 and  Table 13 show the label distribution and the IAAs, respectively [2, p.808]. Notably, and comparably (i.e., versus EVENT and TE recognition tasks), it is apparent that TLINK identification is a challenging task (i.e., 0.39 in average precision-recall) for humans. However, manual effort for TLINK classification (i.e., type) show reasonable performance. 
Event extraction
We explored a number of sequence label models: IO, BIO and W-BIO (where, W: single token word; B: beginning; I: inside; O: outside) in addition to a set of post-processing components. For the development/validation experiments we used the training data (Table 7) which we split into a validation training set (500 documents) and a validation test set (116 documents). Our experiments showed that the IO models performed consistently worst compared to BIO and W-BIO, with the latter two models showing little difference (see Table 14 ). For example, considering strict evaluation metrics, there is minimal difference between BIO and W-BIO models, while a notable difference can be observed between IO and BIO/W-BIO models (approximately 5% micro F 1 -measure). This suggests that BIO and W-BIO models are better suited for strict boundary identification of clinical concepts investigated compared to the IO sequence label schema. Moreover, when considering lenient evaluation scores, there is a minimal difference among all models, however, BIO and W-BIO models score consistently higher precision and F 1 -measure while IO models score consistently higher recall.
The final evaluation or test results are presented in Table 15 . These are consistent with our findings during validation (Table 14) . As may be seen from both the validation and evaluation results, there is no notable difference between BIO and W-BIO models, except for W-BIO (Test) which shows notably better results.
In light of evaluation results that are comparable to IAA (Table [8, 9] ), we have omitted detailed error analysis. The final models selected for the clinical NER pipeline was BIO for Problem and Treatment, and W-BIO for Test. The final evaluation scores, including negation is given in Table 16 
Impact analysis
In order to justify the use of various features, datasets, and post-processing components, a series of impact analysis have been conducted and shown in Table 17 (which shows the feature impact of different CRF features used), Table 18 (impact of datasets on the overall performance) and Table 19 (impact of post-processing components). Table 17 shows the feature impact analysis by the micro score of EVENTs; lexical features have been used as the baseline. Notably, word stem have the most impact (+3% strict and +2% lenient F 1 ); POS and chunk features showed minimal impact on their own with the latter having a negative impact of -0.01% lenient F 1 . Further, while POS and chunk features adversely affect the precision, both show a positive effect on recall. Notably, using the i2b2-CARC corpus improved (strict and lenient) micro F 1 -score with +17% and +12% (see Table 18 ). Table 19 shows the impact of the post-processing sub-components. For example, while the label-fixer has a adverse effect on the precision (-5% strict and -4% lenient), it has a positive impact on recall (+3% strict and +5% lenient). In addition, the label-fixer shows less than -1% (strict) and more than +1% (lenient) impact on the F 1 -score. Boundary adjustment showed a positive effect on all strict metrics, and expectedly with no effect on lenient scores. The FP filter showed a slight positive impact on precision, and interestingly vice-versa on recall. 
Temporal entity extraction
We explored a number of methods in order to adopt the best approach for TER (validation results are given in Table 20 ). For the ML-based method, we experimented with various sequence label schemas (i.e., IO, BIO and W-BIO). Notably, we discovered that all sequence label models explored performed relatively similar in terms of lenient scores, but W-BIO and BIO mod-els performed notably better in terms of strict scores (e.g., 3-4% F 1 -measure). However, the strict rule-based method outperformed all ML models both in terms of lenient and strict scores (over 90% lenient F 1 -score). The ML-based component was validated on the i2b2-TRC training data which was split 60/40% for training and validation respectively. *The rule-based results shown was obtained using the whole training data.
Method
Precision % Recall % F 1 -measure % Using the official i2b2-TRC test set, we further evaluated the various ML models (using the complete training set to derive the models) and the rulebased method. In addition, we explored a number of combination the various ML models and the rule-based method (results are given in Table 21 ). 
Precision % Recall % F 1 -measure % strict|lenient strict|lenient strict|lenient BIO performs notably better than IO: approximately +3%. This indicates good generalisable methods. However, the IO model shows more notable improvement (than the validation results) in terms of F 1 -measure over the W-BIO (+2%) and BIO (0.62%) models. The rule-based methods performs better than all ML models, except for the IO model's lenient recall.
We also explored a number of combinations between various ML models and the rule-based method (union of the output of each respective method) in order to discover any possible improvements. In particular, since the normalisation of TE is more important than recognition results, we are specifically interested in improved recall. The combination of the IO model and the rule-based method showed the best overall performance. A notable improvement, in terms of lenient recall, of +4.18% and +5.39% compared the best ML model (IO) and the rule-based method respectively, was achieved by the 'IO+rule-based' method. Similarly, the strict recall was improved with +8.85% and +1.76% over the best ML model (BIO) and the rulebased method respectively. In addition, the best F 1 -measure of 90.29% was also achieved with the 'IO+rule-based' method. As expected, the rule-based method achieved the best precision of all methods. This slightly exceeds the state-of-the-art system [12] , which reported an F 1 -score of 90.03%.
The normalisation scores reproduced using the i2b2-TRC test dataset are given in Table 22 . As apparent by the 'primary score' TERN task is a challenging task and an open research problem. While automated recognition of TEs have shown comparable and exceeding human-level benchmark results (e.g., [2, 5] ), normalisation remain a challenge-both for human and automated methods. For instance, the current state-of-the-art clinical TERN methods achieve a mere 66% (primary score) which is just lower than the human benchmark of 66.75% [2] . Similarly, the state-of-the-art system [12] achieved a 73% accuracy for the normalised value attribute, notably lower to the human benchmark of 75%. Regardless, these scores, either automated or human, are notably lower than common IE score of +90% which is typically considered as good.
One of the notable challenges of TERN is the normalisation of relative expressions (e.g., 'two weeks ago' 'post-operative day').
Temporal relation extraction Evaluation metrics
The methods described herein have been validated using multiple evaluation methods/metrics. The main evaluation metric used in the 2012 i2b2 temporal relation challenge [10] was TempEval-3 type evaluation metrics where the 'reduced graph' or redundant relations (i.e., a relation is redundant if it can be inferred from other relations) are removed. The TempEval-3 evaluation metric used is described below:
• Precision: the total number of reduced system output TLINKs that can be verified in the gold standard closure divided by the total number of reduced system output TLINKs.
• Recall: the total number reduced gold standard output TLINKs that can be verified in the system closure divided by the total number of reduced gold standard output TLINKs.
We initially developed and evaluated our method using gold standard EVENTs and TEs; the results of these experiments are shown in Table 23  and Table 24 . In addition, an end-to-end evaluation where EVENTs, TEs and TLINKs are all tagged using bespoke methods (described in Sections [2, 3, 4] respectively) is shown in Table 26 .
As expected, fairly precision-bias results were achieved, as that was the aim during design and development. This leaves room for future work to further extend the current method in order to balance recall and to further optimise the overall score.
A direct comparison cannot be made between our results and work on the full i2b2-TRC dataset [10] due to the reason that our experiments were based on a reduced set of TLINKs. The full i2b2-TRC dataset included pairwise TLINKs of six different EVENTs, three more than used in our experiments. We did not include Occurrence, Evidential and Clinical department as they were not relevant/useful for characterising patient journeys. Nonetheless, we note the performance of the best systems evaluated on the full i2b2-TRC dataset as a point of reference. The best systems to-date, using gold annotations (for clinical EVENTs and TEs) achieved a F 1 -measure of 69% [13, 14] . As previously mentioned in Chapter ??, both [13] and [14] use complex hybrid methods with rule based components for candidate generation (i.e., TLINK identification). For classification of TLINKs, [13] uses a combination of CRF and SVM, whilst [14] use a combination of MaxEnt and SVM for TLINK classification. In contrast, our method uses a knowledge based approach to recognise and simultaneously classify TLINKs. Our approach achieved an overall score of 62.96% F 1 -measure on the held-out test set (Table 24) . Further, considering common IE evaluation metrics, where system predictions are evaluated against manually annotated gold dataset without any further manipulation of labels, our approach achieved 65.34% with customary and 62.96% F 1 -measure using TempEval-3 metrics. (Table 23) and held-out test data (Table 24) , indicate good generalisability of the methods developed. For instance, consider the minimal variation in F 1 -measures between the development and test set. Except a small drop in F 1 -score when not including temporal closure ('Regular (no closure)'), the results on the test dataset were slightly better than those on the development set. Table 25 shows the specific component-based evaluation of SECTIME, intra-sentence and inter-sentence TLINKs. For each component, the heldout test set has been reduced to only the relevant type of TLINKs (i.e., when evaluating SECTIME, only SECTIME links are retained). These evaluation results are obtained using the test dataset with gold annotations.
Similar to the findings of the TLINK challenge described in [10] , we found that SECTIME TLINKs were easiest to extract (see Table 25 ). Secondly, as expected, intra-sentence TLINKs where easier to extract than inter-sentence TLINKs (when exluding SECTIME TLINKs). Lastly, as concluded by previous work [10] , and equally applicable to our rule based approach, a better method to generate candidate pairs would be beneficial to optimise recall. The component-based analysis also reinforces the conclusion that an extension of our method for recognition of candidate pairs ought to be explored. Currently, only neighbouring candidate EVENTs and co-referential inter-sentence TLINK are addressed. Extensions may include intra-sentence TLINKs that have multiple token distance in-between (e.g., first and last EVENTs in a sentence) and non co-referential inter-sentence TLINKs.
Moreover, Table 25 also shows the source of errors. Despite the aim of generating high precision rules, yet, it was challenging to replicate the manual effort. However, the highly inconsistent annotations (i.e., IAA: 0.39) indicate that the TLINK annotation themselves were a notable source of generated errors.
End-to-end evaluation Table 26 shows the end-to-end evaluation: all entities are derived from bespoke methods such as clinical NER (described in Chapter ??), and the TERN method described in this chapter. As a point of reference, [13] achieved 62.78% (F 1 -measure) on the full i2b2-TRC dataset using the TempEval-3 evaluation method. Our method achieved 55.19% using the same metric on the reduced dataset (in terms of event categories considered). Further, evaluating our method as per typical IE evaluation (i.e., against the gold set without any manipulation to the temporal graph) we achieved a F 1 -measure of 59.67%.
While our methods shows good precision, an apparent limitation is the recall. We hypothesis that a better approach to candidate generation can address the latter gap.
Conclusion
This report describes a set of NLP methods to order clinical events onto a temporal space or timeline. A number of notable observation were made from the validation of these methods:
• EVENTs or broad clinical concept categories (i.e., Problem, Treatment, Test) can be automatically extracted (using CRF) with comparable scores to human benchmark.
• negation of concepts can be automatically determined (using ConText negation tool with minor 'tailoring') with comparable accuracy to human benchmark.
• temporal entity identification can be automatically extracted with comparable score to human benchmarks.
• temporal entity normalisation is comparably challenging (even for humans). Further, determining the value (ISO-8601) was harder than type identification.
• TLINK extraction is overall an open research problem. DocTimeRel or SECTIME links can be extracted with good scores (93%) while intraand inter-sentence links are notably more challenging to extract.
In future work, we will investigate the expansion of lexical features by incorporating lexical variant generation for EVENT extraction. The expansion of the TE normalisation component is currently being achieved. Additionally, expanding candidate generation heuristics and integrating machine learning classifiers are currently being investigated to improve the TLINK component.
Apppendice
Appendix A: Event extraction Table 27 shows the semantic definition of relevant event categories. Transitive closure of a given relations computes all implicit relations or take into account its transitivity. Further, we can define a transitive relation as:
Event conceptualisation
∀ a,b,c ⊆ X : (aRb ∧ bRc) ⇒ aRc
For example, in Table 28 the letters A, B, C represent different EVENTs, and the arrows '→', '←', and '↔' represent the temporal relations 'before', 'after', and 'overlap' respectively. Hence, given the TLINKs: EVENT A before EVENT B, EVENT B after EVENT C, and EVENT A overlap EVENT C are represent as followed A → B, B ← C, and A ↔ C respectively. 
